Sanctioning Your 2015 Event Through WASUSA
What is a “sanction”?
Obtaining a Wheelchair & Ambulatory Sports, USA (WASUSA) sanction is entering into an
agreement to form a relationship between the sanctioned event and WASUSA. Sanctioning is
an official designation issued by WASUSA, which approves and licenses the holding of a
competitive multi-disability, multi-sport and/or single sport event in the United States in
cooperation with the sports’ National Governing Body (NGB) or Sport Technical Committee
(STC) that includes one or more of the following sports: archery, athletics (track & field),
fencing, powerlifting, road racing, shooting (air rifles/pistols), swimming, and table tennis. The
sanction represents an event’s commitment to follow national and international rules and
regulations for each of the individual sports and to provide a safe environment for participants
and spectators. Not all relationships with Disabled Sports Organizations (DSO) reflect a
‘sanction’. Other terms that may reflect an event’s relationship with a DSO may involve the
event being:
• Recognized by: for additional DSOs that may recognize qualifying standards or records
set
• Supported by: for entities that provide financial, material or volunteer support
• Endorsed by: for DSOs that show their support of athletes participating in the event
• Insured by: if insurance is provided by an entity outside of WASUSA
Why sanction an event?
• To be fair to athletes
• To set a standard of competition that the athletes can count on
• To provide a framework for conducting the event
• To honor athletes who expect rules to be followed
• To provide consistency in levels of execution, qualifying standards and records
Benefits of sanctioning your event:
•

•

Increased Credibility – An event sanction tells athletes that an event is being run
according to competition rules and that the results will be recognized by WASUSA.
Results from certain sanctioned events can be used to set state, regional and national
records as well as qualify athletes for larger national and international events.
Sanctioned events should display the WASUSA logo to promote the fact that WASUSA
has sanctioned the event.
Liability Insurance – Most facilities require general liability insurance for all events. By
acquiring a sanction through WASUSA, your event will be provided liability coverage for
all athletes, coaches, officials, volunteers, and spectators. Events that are already
insured may choose to waive the WASUSA insurance coverage by providing a proof of
coverage that meets the minimum United States Olympic Committee standards.
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WASUSA also must be named as an additional insured and the policy formally endorsed
as such. Sanctioning will not be approved until proof of insurance is supplied to
WASUSA along with the sanctioning application. See attachment A for minimum liability
insurance requirements.
Medical Insurance for Athletes – Any athlete who is a paid, current member of WASUSA
and is injured while participating in a WASUSA sanctioned event will be eligible for
secondary medical insurance coverage for the injury. This insurance not only provides
valuable coverage to WASUSA members, but it serves as piece of mind for event
coordinators as well as facility owners and is a valuable deterrent to lawsuits.
Event Promotion – Sanctioned events will be included in the WASUSA online calendar
and will be highlighted to distinguish them as sanctioned events. Events will also be
included in the WASUSA newsletter that is distributed to all current WASUSA members
on a semi monthly basis.
Acknowledgement of Records- Records set at a sanctioned event that follows the rules
of the sport as set forth in the WASUSA rulebook and submits proper documentation
will have all records acknowledged by WASUSA on their website and in the rulebooks
with the exception of adult swim records. Note: National junior records in the sport of
Athletics can only be set at a Level 3 meet or at NJDC. All other national junior records
can only be set NJDC.
Special Offers and Discounts – Sanctioned events and event coordinators are eligible for
offers and discounts available through WASUSA affiliated vendors and partners.
Resolve Disputes – If requested, WASUSA will act as an intermediary in disputes arising
between athletes or coaches and sanctioned events.
Access to SAMS program- SAMS has the programming to run your competition, which
includes the classification database, national records, events per classification, and
implements listed on heat sheet for each classification, age, and gender. It has the
capability to link with HyTek/Meet Management systems. Tutorials and other technical
assistance is available

What are the ‘levels’ of sanctioning? (Currently applies to Track and Field only)
• Level 1 Meet
o Not a National Junior Disability Championship (NJDC) qualifier
o Must have a WASUSA technical mentor/contact
o ‘Fun meet’
o Good for first time athlete
• Level 2 Meet
o NJDC Qualifier
o Minimum number of officials (may be local officials) as required by sport. See the
included "Sanctioning Template by Sport" for further information.
o Must use SAMS Software and report all results in SAMS
o Select events to receive WASUSA support
o May be towards becoming a ‘Level 3’ Meet
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Level 3 Meet - Must be either IPC approved (sanctioned by USATF) and/or IPC
sanctioned
o Results reported to US Paralympics
o NJDC Qualifier
o Priority WASUSA support
o Minimum number of officials (may be local officials) as required by sport. Note
the included "Sanctioning Template by Sport" for further information
o Must meet strict requirements:
 Held in accordance with IAAF & IPC Rules
 Staffed by nationally recognized officials
 All field implements must be weighed and measured in metric
measurement (before events and immediately following a throw that
breaks a current record)
 100m, 200m, Long Jump and Triple Jump results must include wind
speeds
 Automatic timing system is required for track and swim events

Other than athletics (track and field), there is no current mandate for a Level 1, 2, or 3. Meet
directors, however, should refer to the Sanctioning Level Template in order to determine how
their meet can be raised to an acceptable level of standards.
Is there a sanctioning fee?
Since we have migrated from the RSO (Regional Sports Organization) model, the former RSO
meets (Tri-State, Appalachia, etc.) will not have a complimentary sanction. In order to qualify
for complimentary sanctioning, you must be a current Chapter of WASUSA (formally referred to
as "club"). The annual Chapter Membership fee of $225.00 includes the following benefits: a
3' x 6' WASUSA banner, sanctioning for two events, and insurance for two one-time events.
Refer to our website (www.wasusa.org) for further information concerning Chapter member
benefits and a Chapter application.
When should I plan to sanction my event?
For established meets (meets previously sanctioned by WASUSA), the WASUSA sanctioning
application needs to be received by the WASUSA office no later than March 31, 2015. This
allows a sufficient lead time to discuss your timeline, provide publicity for your event and assist
you should there be any need for resources such as officials, SAMS operators or equipment.
For first-year sanctioned meets, or meets dates prior to May 1, 2015, the WASUSA office
should receive your paperwork no later than 60 days prior to the event date.
There is a $50.00 late fee for sanctioning application forms received after the due date.
What is mandated by WASUSA when an event is sanctioned?
•

Use of the WASUSA logo
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The WASUSA logo must be displayed prominently on marketing materials, registration
forms, event websites and t-shirts once sanctioning is approved and may not be utilized
until the sanctioning application process is complete. A copy of the registration form
must be submitted to the WASUSA office with the sanctioning application.
•

Branding for WASUSA Sanctioned Meets
You must clearly and prominently acknowledge that the competition is sanctioned by
WASUSA on marketing materials, registration forms, and event websites.

•

Membership
All athletes competing in a WASUSA sanctioned event must be current members of
WASUSA. You can find a list of WASUSA members on our website at www.wasusa.org.
This year, we are providing pre-registration to recreational members. The recreational
membership may be submitted to the office or accessed online. Approximately one
week prior to the meet, you can access the current membership list in order to
determine your participants' current status. Athletes that are not current WASUSA
members will need to register as either a full or recreational membership at your
competition. All fees associated with membership will be charged to the event
coordinator if they are not provided to the WASUSA office within two weeks of the
completion of your event. You may elect to have WASUSA invoice you for recreational
membership fees once your results are received by the National Office.

•

Submitting Results:
The results of the meet must consist of the following:
1. It is preferred that you submit your results in SAMS format. If not reporting results
in SAMS (i.e. utilizing HyTek Meet Manager), the results should include the following
fields in a comma-delimited format (csv, PDFs are not eligible):First Name, Last
Name, Sport, Event, Class, Age Division, Gender and Result.
2. All membership applications and associated monies collected.
3. Record forms for any adult and/or junior records set.
All results are due to the WASUSA office within seven (7) days of the completion of your
event. Failure to submit your results within this allotted time frame may jeopardize not
only your athletes’ ability to participate in NJDC, but may also result in a fine and
jeopardize future requests for sanctioning. A late fee of $50 will be assessed for results
received 8-14 days after the completion of the event, and a late fee of $100 will be
assessed for results received 15-21 days after the completion of the event. Results will
not be accepted more than 21 business days after an event and any records or qualifying
standards will be considered invalid.
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Asking for Assistance - Meet Management Request Form
At any point in the sanctioning process, you can use the meet support option on our website.
(or contact the National Office at 720-412-7979). You can ask for help regarding anything
related to your meet: the procurement of officials, electronic timing, equipment, classifiers,
SAMS operators, insurance questions, etc. This year, we are again offering to set up your meet
on SAMS. We will do the preliminary input of events, so that you will be ready to register your
athletes without spending a lot of time setting up the meet. If desired, all current regional
members can be added to the database; saving you the time of entering this data yourself.
In closing, we at WASUSA are here to assist you in running the most effective meet, thereby
attracting athletes to your event. The end result is a win-win for your organization, as well as
ours.
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Attachment A- Liability Coverage requirements
Minimum liability insurance coverage requirements for WASUSA sanctioned events:
1.

General Liability Insurance with the following limits:
a.
$3,000,000 General Aggregate Limit
b.
$3,000,000 Products/Completed Operations Aggregate Limit
c.
$1,000,000 Personal and Advertising Injury Limit
d.
$1,000,000 Each Occurrence Limit
e.
$100,000 Damage to Premises Rented by Each Club

2.

Excess Liability Insurance with the following limits:
a.
$2,000,000 Each Occurrence
b.
$2,000,000 General Aggregate Limit
c.
$2,000,000 Products/Completed Operations to Aggregate
d.
$10,000 Retained Limit

3.

Blanket Accident Coverage with the following limits:
a.
$10,000 Accidental Death
b.
$10,000 Accidental Dismemberment
c.
$25,000 Accident Medical Expense
i.
Deductible of $100 per accident
ii.
Dental maximum of $250 per tooth per accident
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Attachment B- Recreational Athlete Membership
WASUSA Recreational Sport Membership
Recreational Membership offers a NEW or LOCAL athlete with financial hardship the
opportunity to compete in a single WASUSA sanctioned sporting event without the
requirement of being a FULL member. The Recreational membership does not entitle an
athlete to any privileges offered to full members except the ability to compete at that one
event. Recreational athletes may not hold an athlete development fund (ADF) account or
compete at the National Junior Disability Championship (NJDC). Recreational membership
applications and payments should be turned into the WASUSA office within 7 days of the event
along with FULL membership applications.
Membership Criteria:
1. The membership is a one-meet/event agreement.
2. The membership is designed for a new athlete or an athlete not planning to compete in
multiple or higher-level events. The offer is only available to athletes competing at
WASUSA sanctioned events.
3. A current fee of $10.00. This membership is a one event fee. If an athlete chooses to
participate in a second sanctioned event, the fee will be charged again by the event
coordinator.
4. The offer does not allow a junior athlete to compete at the National Junior Disability
Championships (NJDC), but does allow the athlete’s results to be passed to WASUSA in
order to qualify for NJDC.
5. If a Recreational athlete chooses to attend NJDC, the athlete must apply for a full
membership and pay the full membership fee before they will be allowed to compete.
No credit will be offered for the recreational membership fees already paid.
6. As with the juniors, if an adult chooses to attend the National Adult Games as a
competitor he or she must compete as a FULL member. If this athlete had paid
Recreational Membership Fees for that year no credit will be offered and the full $35.00
charge must be paid.
Exception: If a national event is offered and no qualifying standards are enforced, a
local athlete (home address within 50 miles of the event) who is not a FULL member
may opt for a RECREATIONAL Membership and compete in the meet, however, no credit
for a national record will be given without the athlete upgrading their membership to
FULL by paying the difference.
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